Check out some great Summer Reads in our YA Collection.

Ask a librarian for additional recommendations.

The Summer I Turned Pretty
by Jenny Han
Ignored by Conrad and Jeremiah one summer after the next, Belly is shocked when she returns to the beach house the following season and discovers that everything has changed.

Ready or Not
by Andi Porretta
Before everyone but her scatters across the globe for college, Cassie convinces her three best friends to spend August playing the game of dares they invented as kids, making for an adventurous and unforgettable summer in hopes it helps them stay friends forever. Graphic Novel.

Our Way Back to Always
by Nina Moreno
Discovering a bucket list she and her former best friend Sam wrote together as kids, Lou sets out to finish the list during the summer before senior year and is unexpectedly reunited with Sam as they face their uncertain futures together.

You're Not Supposed to Die Tonight
by Kalynn Bayron
Recreating scenes from a classic slasher film for a full-contact terror game, Charity, who plays the “final girl” at Camp Mirror Lake, finds her role turning all too real when a killer picks off her co-workers.

The Charmed List
by Julie Abe
Gifted with special abilities, shy Ellie Kobata must complete 13 things on her Anti-Wallflower list, but when number four on the list goes horribly wrong, she is forced to go on a summer road trip with her former-friend-turned-enemy.

Time and Time Again
by Chatham Greenfield
Living the same August day over and over again, Phoebe is taken out of her comfort zone and falls deeper in love with childhood crush Jess when they come crashing into the time loop.

Highly Suspicious and Unfairly Cute
by Talia Hibbert
To win the grand prize at the end of their survival course, ex-best friends Claire and Bradley trudge through mud, dirt and their messy past, sparking new emotions.

This Might Get Awkward
by Kara McDowell
When Gemma rescues her crush, Beau, from drowning, he ends up in a coma. She is mistaken for his girlfriend and pulled in close by his family, connecting especially with his brother. Can she keep them in her life if everything is a lie?
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**Planning Perfect**  
by Haley Neil  
While planning her mother’s wedding, Felicity finds things getting complicated when she falls for her friend Nancy, whose family owns the apple orchard wedding venue. She wonders what dating would be like for her as someone on the asexuality spectrum and whether Nancy would be interested and accept her.

**Melt With You**  
by Jennifer Dugan  
Two teen girls, former best friends and one-time lovers, go on a summer road trip in an ice cream truck.

**10 Things I Hate About Pinky**  
by Sandhya Menon  
A latest entry in the series that includes There’s Something About Sweetie finds Ashish’s friends, Pinky and Samir, pretending to date each other to achieve respective goals during a Cape Cod summer, with disastrously uproarious results.

**Huda F Cares**  
by Huda Fahmy  
This summer’s exercise in Fahmy family sisterly bonding involves a trip to Disney World—which seems like it is headed for disaster when Huda gets into a fight with a boy making fun of her hijab.

**Never Coming Home**  
by Kate Williams  
Chosen to be the first to experience a mysterious new resort on Unknown Island, 10 elite influencers soon discover the vacation has been arranged by someone who wants to make sure they don’t get off the island alive.

**I Wanna Be Where You Are**  
by Kristina Forest  
Sneaking out when her mother forbids her from auditioning for the conservatory of her dreams in Washington DC, an African American ballerina chasing her dreams is accompanied on a week long East Coast summer road trip by her annoying neighbor, who offers her an amazing music playlist and unexpected new perspectives.

**Golden Boys**  
by Phil Stamper  
Gabriel, Reese, Sal, and Heath are best friends, bonded in their small rural town by their queerness, their good grades, and their big dreams. They are about to embark on the summer before senior year, where each is going on a new adventure. What will this summer of new experiences mean for each of them and their friendship?

**Sunrise Nights**  
by Jeff Zentner  
When aspiring photographer Jude and former dancer Florence, who has a degenerative eye disease, meet at their summer camp’s closing celebration, called Sunrise Night, they decide to take a chance with each other. The one boundary they set is that they can’t contact each other for a year after the sun rises.

**How Moon Fuentez Fell in Love With the Universe**  
by Raquel Vasquez Gilliland  
When she takes a job as a “merch girl” on a tour bus of influencers, Moon, the twin sister of a social media star, questions her destiny as the unnoticewallflower she always thought she was.

**You Have a Match**  
by Emma Lord  
Abby discovers she has a secret sister, Instagram influencer Savannah. When they meet up at the same summer camp as her love interest Leo, she wants to figure out why Abby’s parents gave her younger sister up for adoption.